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Apologies: Kuntala Lahiri-Dutt  
 
 
New HDR Administrator update. 
Committee welcomed Pen Judd from CAP Student Centre. She updated committee members 
with the news that Tracy McRae is the new permanent HDR Crawford Administrator. 
Congratulations. 
 
Directors Update: 
 
The Chair was unable to attend CAP Meeting, Megan Poore attended in her place. 
 
Delegated Position Description’s (PD’s). 
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Tim Legrand, Bjoern Dressel, Megan Poore) 
 
Regarding the enhancement of student’s experience there needs to be clear definitions for 
position descriptions (PD’S) for convenors and supervisor’s. Descriptions need to be created 
to ensure a smooth transition for new staff members. A suggestion was to spread out 
delegation amongst convenors. PD’s are created to ensure that convenor decisions are 
made correctly on academic quality and also to ensure the correct pastoral care for students 
is provided. PD’s to include milestone administration with regards to nomination or change 
of Chair of panel. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: Convenor PD’s. CAP does have draft outlines for PD’s. Fiona Yap has 
“mock up” descriptions 
Follow up action: Tim Legrand to email all Crawford convenors the mock up PD’s. Fiona Yap 
asked each HDR convenor to draw up their own position descriptions. 
Resolution: Ongoing. 
 
 
New scholarship and Scholarship extensions. 

(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Tim Legrand, Premachandra Athukorala, Megan Poore, Pen Judd) 
 
Regarding process when receiving new applications for scholarships or scholarship 
extensions when students have already exhausted original funding.  The DA wants to know 
whether the committee wishes to evaluate each application, case by case instead of just 
saying “no” to students.  
 
Crawford HDR committee agreed to escalate to the committee to find out if funding 
available? 



Committee needs to know if funding is available, and if it is, will every student who applies 
be approved? How to allocate the funding, if approved? Personal circumstances need to be 
taken into consideration when assessing applications. Process/guidelines needs to be put in 
place. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: To see if there is any funding available for extensions or new 
scholarships. 
Follow up action: In order to formulate a process/guidelines, Fiona Yap will investigate with 
leadership group to see if there is any funding available.  
Resolution: 
 
 
How to evaluate TPR’S. What if a TPR is deemed unsatisfactory?   
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Tim Legrand, Bjoern Dressel, Premachandra Athukorala, Pen Judd) 
 
Discussion took place regarding the baselines for assessing TPR’s from convenors and how 
important are TPR’s. 
 
A recommendation to program directors was to consider that the whole academic panel, 
including convenors, must be present at TPR to assess.  
 
It was suggested that Convenors/Panel who cannot agree on TPR, to push the decision to 
the HDR Director or to a “different college” for assessment but if the external supervisor is 
not familiar with that particular academic field, this causes problems. 
 
 
If not satisfying TPR, even if retaken, the student could possibly “downgrade” to MPhil but 
only if within the first 12 months. This option should not be used as an exit point. 
 
Firm guidelines are in place regarding the non-completion of milestones, including TPR. 
Megan Poore volunteered to update her original submission to committee with regards to 
what processes, for TPR and Annual reports should be in place. 
 
With the new milestone system coming into place at the end of the month, all panel 
members attend, are named and assessment documented. The whole panel then “sign off” 
the milestone as completed. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: Assessment of TPR including all panel members to be present. 
Follow up action: Fiona Yap has some process possibilities that she would recommend to 
program directors to consider at their next meeting 
Resolution:  
 
Milestones. 
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Bjoern Dressel, Premachandra Athukorala, Pen Judd) 
 
Discussion regarding Chair of Panel members who have found themselves nominated as 
Chair even though they were not aware. Some have ‘inherited’ students from previous Chair 
of Panels.   
Convenors are concerned with workload as the role of convenor continues to expand. 



 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: 
Follow up action: Convenors are to be more involved with student milestones to ensure 
they know student’s “history” and who are panel members.  All panel members are to 
attend annual milestone meetings. 
Resolution: All convenors are to ensure Panel members complete milestones. 
 
 
MPhil at Crawford School.  
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Tim Legrand, Megan Poore, Pen Judd) 
 
No Master of Philosophy is available at Crawford School. It is advertised as an active 
program. In order to not have applicants apply, the parameters need to be changed, if to be 
used as an exit strategy only.  
MPhil at Crawford is currently set up as exit strategy/plan for Economics program only. New 
applicants should not able to apply for an MPhil. At the moment applicants are being denied 
due to “no supervision available” but this type of denial cannot continue indefinitely. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: The possibility of changing the MPhil as an exit option only. 
Follow up action: Pen Judd will discuss with Megan Bourke  
Resolution: 
 
New Thesis Examination Process. 
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Premachandra Athukorala, Pen Judd, Tim Legrand) 
 
Discussion regarding the new examination process. Concerns regarding the fact that 
supervisors are no longer involved after the examiners reports are received by students. In 
the new system there is no formal procedure for guiding students regarding their revisions 
(if required). The committee suggested that supervisor recommendations should still be 
included with the revisions. The Chair has confirmed that this will be required from the 
supervisors before she assesses. 
 
Also discussed, was the confirmation that if 3 examiners have been nominated, ANU does 
need to wait for the third examiners reports to be received before sending on for approvals. 
When the missing examiners report has not been received, the DA can contact the examiner 
giving an extra 1 months’ notice in order to receive the report. If still not received, then the 
examiner could be informed that they will be withdrawn from the examination process. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: New Examination procedures regarding supervisors 
Follow up action: Fiona Yap will address this issue at the next CAP Committee Meeting. 
Resolution (at present): Previous practice to be continued in house to ensure smooth 
process within Crawford. 
 
 
 
 
 



Other Business 
 
Previous Minutes.  
Previous minutes from previous HDR Committee Meetings dated 07th March 2016 and 06 
May 2016 were both passed. Belinda Lawton and Tim Legrand seconded. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: n/a 
Follow up action: n/a 
Resolution: n/a 
 
Update: NSC externally funded PhD applicant- US Based applicant: External status 
(Discussion: Tim Legrand) 
 
Update regarding obtaining ANU’s acceptance/approval of this applicants external funding 
(funded by US Department of Veteran Affairs) and also issues regarding payment of deposit. 
NSC will pay the deposit and will recoup from central. This hopefully will be resolved soon. A 
positive outcome from this could be, that hopefully in the future, any former US military 
personnel (post 9/11) who wish to apply for a PhD, would now be accepted by ANU without 
any complications with regards to their funding. Great achievement by NSC. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: n/a 
Follow up action: n/a 
Resolution: n/a 
 
 
Student Inductions:  
(Discussion: Fiona Yap, Megan Poore) 
 
Regarding student inductions- trying identify dates and update website. 
 
Next Steps: 
Follow up discussion: Waiting for induction dates to be known 
Follow up action: Megan Poore 
Resolution: Place on website when date/s known. 
 
End of HDR Committee Meeting.  
 
Student Representative leaves. 
 
 
HDR Subcommittee assessed two Crawford Funding applications. 
(Fiona Yap, Bjoern Dressel, Tim Legrand, Premachandra Athukorala , Megan Poore,  Pen 
Judd, Tracy McRae (secretariat)) 
 
 
One application was approved, and one refused due to exhaustion of funding from 
Crawford. 
 

 


